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 Thank you to our funders 
 

  

The North Bay & District Multicultural Centre and its satellite office, the Timmins & District Multicultural 
Centre, provide newcomer settlement services for the region from Parry Sound in the south to the James Bay 
Coast in the north—20 per cent of Ontario’s land mass.  
 
In addition, we operate the North Bay Local Immigration Partnership initiative, the North Bay Newcomer 
Network, and the Timmins Local Immigration Partnership.  
We are also the operators of Genesis@204, the business incubator building at 204 Main St. E. in downtown 
North Bay, the Northeastern Ontario Immigration Project, involving Temiskaming Shores, Cochrane and 
Central Almaguin and HR North. 
 
We are grateful for operational funding from Citizenship and Immigration Canada and the Ontario Ministry 
of Citizenship and International Trade.  
 
Additional funding from FedNor, the Northern Ontario Heritage Fund Corporation, the Ontario Trillium 
Foundation, the City of North Bay, Timmins Economic Development Corporation, the City of Temiskaming 
Shores, The Town of Cochrane, the Central Almaguin Economic Development Association, Canadore College, 
Nipissing University and the RBC Foundation is very much appreciated. We also thank those who chose to 
make charitable donations to us in the past year. 
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 A message from the Chair of the Board 

 

  
It has been rewarding to be part of the continued growth of the North Bay & District Multicultural Centre. We began 
with a $200,000 budget in 2008 and 2.5 staff members, and in 2014 the budget was in the $800,000 range, with 10.5 
staff members in North Bay and Timmins. 
 
We enjoyed continuity at the board level. Even though Joanne Bénard left her position as a superintendent with the 
Nipissing-Parry Sound Catholic District School Board to take on a director of education position in Sudbury, she 
remained on the board. That’s dedication! 
 
Board member Cathy Ellis engineered the transition of the Timmins Local Immigration Partnership initiative from the 
Timmins Economic Development Corporation to our Timmins office, the Timmins & District Multicultural Centre. A 
move to a larger, more central downtown space in the Pine Plaza in Timmins rounded out our 2014 Timmins growth 
plan. 
 
The North Bay & District Multicultural Centre main office on Main Street continues to increase the profile of the 
organization, as you can’t miss it when you go downtown. The addition of the business incubator in 2015 at 204 Main 
St. E., one block away, will double our downtown presence. We look forward to its official opening in April.  
 
The board is proud of the accomplishments over the past seven years and is very pleased with the continued growth of 
the organization in North Bay and Timmins and points in-between. It is encouraging to see that smaller communities, 
such as Temiskaming Shores, Cochrane and Central Almaguin, are eager to follow in the footsteps of what we have 
accomplished in the two larger centres.  
 
We marvel at the dedication of staff members such as Settlement Worker Cindy Collins, who, on her own time, 
travelled to Costa Rica to live with a Spanish-speaking family and take Spanish lessons every day. She now serves 
clients in English, French or Spanish. The efforts put forward by all of our staff who every day succeed in our goal of 
welcoming immigrants to their new communities, is second to none. 
 
Every year, it seems, is a year of change and growth for the organization, and we expect nothing less in 2015 as our 
executive director prepares the organization for his retirement at the end of the year. There will be more to come 
about Don’s immeasurable contributions to the Centre. Suffice to say at this time, the Multicultural Centre would not 
be what it is today, without the commitment to excellence that Don applies to all he does.  
 
He and I go back a long way to the very beginning of the events that we all participated in for the International Day for 
the Elimination of Racial Discrimination. From that humble beginning of observing a day to reflect on the horrors of 
racism, we moved to ensuring that new Canadians in our area have everything they need to succeed. We will all miss 
Don. 
 
Drop in to our centre, meet your new neighbours, volunteer your time, or just always remember to be welcoming and 
inclusive. We appreciate your continued support. 
 
Susan Church 
Chair of the Board of Directors 
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 A message from the Executive Director 

 

  

“It’s a terrible thing to see and have no vision.”  Helen Keller 
 

The year 2014 was our seventh year of operation and once again service expansion and organizational growth stand out as 
we look in the rear-view mirror.  
 

In Timmins we outgrew our tiny offices above the Timmins Economic Development Corporation and moved to the Pine Plaza 
in downtown Timmins. At the request of TEDC and with the approval of Citizenship and Immigration Canada, we took over 
the Timmins Local Immigration Partnership contract from TEDC. Tom Baby, a Northern Ontario Heritage Fund Corporation 
intern with us, was hired as the new TLIP Coordinator.  
 

Shaye Belanger, our Timmins Settlement Worker, decided to move on and another NOHFC intern, Toree Dupont, took over 
her duties. 
 

In North Bay we launched the Northeastern Ontario Immigration Project with two-year funding from FedNor and NOHFC 
and the three participating municipalities—Temiskaming Shores, Cochrane and Central Almaguin. The project began in 
September and we quickly beefed up our HR North presence in the region, started scheduling regular settlement worker 
visits to the three municipalities, and engaged employers by creating three new employers’ councils based on existing 
models in North Bay and Timmins. 
 

After many months of work the entrepreneurial sub-committee of the North Bay Newcomer Network’s Welcoming 
Committee was successful in receiving funding from the Ontario Trillium Foundation, FedNor, NOHFC, Canadore College, 
Nipissing University and the RBC Foundation to launch a business incubator in downtown North Bay. Genesis@204 accepted 
its first business incubator clients March 2, 2015, but most of the preparatory work was done in 2014. 
 

We love our interns, and in this case FedNor intern Sarah Morin was the successful candidate and assumed the role of 
incubator manager. The incubator, at the corner of Main and Wyld, is only a block away from our main office at the corner 
of Main and Ferguson. Exciting times are no doubt ahead with this project. 
 

Another intern, Chris Hall, came on board in 2014 and jumped right into the creation of a newcomer loan program for those 
without Canadian credit who need sums up to $5,000 to increase their qualifications for entry in to the Canadian job market. 
We, along with the City of North Bay, Labour Market Group and Yes Employment contributed $5,000 each to get the project 
started. 
 

We are now doing our best to serve our vast territory, from Parry Sound in the south to the James Bay coast in the north—
some 20 per cent of Ontario’s land mass.  
 

Personally, I enjoyed my roles on the boards of both the Ontario Council of Agencies Serving Immigrants and the national 
immigration research body, Pathways to Prosperity. I truly believe our work at the national, provincial, regional and local 
levels is making Northeastern Ontario a better place for everyone—newcomers and those of us who have been here for 
decades.  
 

During 2015 I will do my best to ensure our organization is in the best shape possible for my successor, as I move to the 
retirement stage of my life in December. I thank the best staff members, volunteers and board members in the world for a 
wonderful 2014! 
 
Don Curry 
Executive Director 
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 A message from the Program Coordinator 

 

  
“If man is to survive, he will have learned to take a delight in the essential differences between men and between 

cultures. He will learn that differences in ideas and attitudes are a delight, part of life's exciting variety, not 
something to fear.” - Gene Roddenberry 

 

The North Bay & District Multicultural Centre has been an exciting place to be over the past 12 months. We have seen 
the development of innovative new ventures, such as the Northern Ontario Immigration Project and business 
incubator as well as continual expansion of our settlement services and volunteer involvement.   
 
This past year we served 170 CIC eligible clients from Parry Sound to James Bay, and an additional 125 Canadian 
citizens and refugee claimants with provincial funding from the Newcomer Settlement Program.  Traditionally, we have 
seen a fairly even split between primary and secondary migration, but it is interesting to note that this past year 65 per 
cent of new clients arrived directly to North Bay or Timmins and areas, without living elsewhere in Canada first. This 
suggests that the area is becoming more of a destination of choice for newcomers. 
 
English as a Second Language classes continue to provide a cornerstone of successful settlement in our community.  
Eligible clients that are unable to attend classes due to lack of childcare, job conflicts or transportation issues have the 
option of attending Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada (LINC) home study, an online language program 
with weekly access to a tutor.   
 
Due to changes in the registration process, all students must now have their language assessed before enrolling in 
either program.  Students often face a long wait for assessments. I am happy to share that we are looking forward to 
piloting remote assessments here in North Bay early in 2015.  If these trials are a success, we could see clients in areas 
such as Parry Sound, Mattawa, Kirkland Lake and Cochrane have timely access to language assessments and able to 
begin these essential studies without delay.  
 
A new and exciting partnership has been formed with CISOC (Cultural Interpretation Services for our Communities).  
Clients and community members who speak additional languages can take online training to become a Certified 
Community Interpreter.  This builds capacity in the community to provide services in other languages, as well as 
benefitting the client by enabling them to add a valuable skill to their resume, give back to their community and earn 
an income. We have six individuals currently accessing the training representing Russian, Spanish, French, Italian, 
German and Portuguese.   
 
Looking forward, 2015 promises to be as fast paced and interesting as the past 12 months. With changes to 
immigration law coming from both a federal and provincial level, we are sure to be busy educating ourselves as well as 
the clients that we serve.   
 
Above all, we will continue to partner with community agencies, stakeholders and individuals to maintain a welcoming 
and inclusive community for all who live here.  
 
Deborah Robertson 
Program Coordinator 
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 A message from the Newcomer Settlement Program Worker 
 

  
Accept the challenges so that you may feel the exhilaration of victory."— General George S. Patton, Jr 

 
Change, change and more change.  2014 brought with it yet another wonderful shift in positions for me. I stepped into 
the role of Newcomer Settlement Program-funded Settlement Worker as Deborah Robertson returned from maternity 
Leave. 
 
This position is really a delightfully interesting one as each day could be very different from the next, bringing new 
challenges and new opportunities for learning and growth 
 
In my new role as Settlement Worker I grasped the opportunity to work one on one with clients on settlement issues 
for the first time. Though a bit intimidating at first, I soon settled in with the amazing support and assistance of our 
team. 
 
Our NSP targets were quite easily surpassed the previous year (our new location contributed much to this) so the 
challenge began once again to meet and exceed our new and higher 2014 targets. Nevertheless, we seem poised to 
once again surpass expectations. 
 
Our newly introduced Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada home study program is serving the needs of 
many of our clients, especially those in isolated areas. I have also been making monthly visits to Temiskaming Shores 
and West Nipissing, meeting with new clients and continuing to serve existing ones. It is indeed quite intriguing to 
learn about these smaller communities. 
 
Our group activities continue to be very popular with clients and volunteers alike as we once again hosted our 
traditional activities like Christmas party, Christmas walk and Halloween where we introduced Canadian culture to our 
clients. 
 
We also hosted the ever popular educational sessions such as the pension workshop, kindly facilitated by Service 
Canada, keeping newcomers informed on how the pension system works in Canada; winter made easy--providing very 
useful tips to newcomers on how to truly  appreciate the beauty of winter; Ice skating--where newcomers with the 
help of staff and volunteers ventured on the ice, many for the first time and some returning year after year which 
much improved skills. 
 
All in all it was a truly marvellous year and I look forward to 2015. 
 
Vindra Sahadeo 
Settlement Worker 
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 A message from the Settlement Worker & Volunteer Coordinator 
 

  
“The world in which you were born is just one model of reality. Other cultures are not failed attempts at being you; 

they are unique manifestations of the human spirit.” Edmund Wade Davis 
 
I am honoured and proud to have been part of such a wonderful team of staff, volunteers and clients in 2014. Together 
we have achieved many great successes.  
 
Our newcomer community overcame many challenges, achieved many triumphs and continues to break down barriers 
to integration. As we know, the settlement process is highly individualized, so we assisted clients at all stages in the 
process: acclimatization, adaptation and integration. Common needs included job search assistance, language training, 
accessing government services and benefits, citizenship and immigration services, translation and interpretation, rights 
and responsibilities, and access to local community services.  
 
We continued to provide monthly settlement visits to the Parry Sound District. This would not have been possible 
without the generosity of the YMCA Employment Services in Parry Sound and the District of Parry Sound Social 
Services Administration Board in South River in offering us office space.  
 
Volunteers are the core and heart of our Community Connections program.  We recruited, screened and trained 14 
new volunteers in 2014. To ensure we continue to serve our clients in an inclusive manner, all our volunteers 
completed an anti-oppression seminar facilitated by Meg Ramore. We now have 35 dedicated and supportive 
volunteers providing essential services for our organization.  
 
Our volunteers spent a couple hours a week with a newcomer helping them to establish social and professional 
networks so that they are engaged and feel welcomed in their communities. Our volunteers were matched for English 
tutoring, citizenship test preparation, interpretation services, and much more.  
 
Moreover, volunteers facilitated English Conversation Circles and helped organize all our Community Connections 
group activities. These activities included the 8th annual Canada Day Multicultural Talent Showcase, the 2nd annual 
Northern Ontario Cricket Tournament, weekly cricket coaching sessions and practices, YMCA Healthy Kids Day, 
strawberry picking at Leisure Farms, Powassan Maple Syrup Festival, and advanced computer skills for increased 
employability with a focus on website development.  
 
I would like to thank all our volunteers and community partners for their valuable time and hard work in assisting our 
newcomers settle into our community. You have all made a difference in their lives. Looking forward to another fruitful 
year ahead!  
 
Cindy Collins 

Settlement Worker & Volunteer Coordinator 
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A message from the North Bay Newcomer Network (NNN) / Local 
Immigration Partnership (LIP) Coordinator 
 

  
I believe the NNN slogan "Changing the face of North Bay" has taken on new meaning. Initially, and for most folks, the 
slogan says we are changing our image and what North Bay faces look like, literally. The focus was attracting new 
people, and more specifically newcomers to Canada.  
 
However, what I have seen, especially this past year, is the faces that have been here for decades and generations are 
in fact the ones changing. North Bay service providers, employers, educators, government and community members in 
general want to enhance their understanding of newcomers and the immigration process. North Bay wants to meet 
our newcomers and engage with them on all levels:  friendship, employment, business, and service.  
 
Of course, these faces are not actually changing, but how our community feels is profoundly different. How we treat 
and value each other is different and still changing. The people in North Bay are changing their attitudes and better 
recognizing the value newcomers bring to our great city. 
 
It is exciting to be at the stage where we as NNN can respond to the "I want to better my understanding" rather than 
the "why newcomers?" question. The shift from convincing folks of the importance and benefits of immigration, to 
strategizing ways to make North Bay more inclusive is one that is encouraging. 
 
It means that our stakeholders are even more invested in immigration. It means that folks not only see the economic 
benefits of attracting newcomers to North Bay, but see the entire picture of what a diverse, interesting, culturally 
inclusive community can mean. Throughout NNN meetings, events, activities and networking I am consistently hearing 
the message that our community wants and needs further learning opportunities. As a result we have created 
opportunities for knowledge sharing and anti-oppressive practice.  
 
With efforts being able to shift toward training and education around immigration, settlement and integration, 
intercultural communication, race and racism, power and privilege, NNN's positive impact on the experiences of 
newcomers is stronger, longer-lasting, and I would suggest paradigm shifting. The more valued newcomers feel, the 
stronger the integration process will be, the better connections newcomers will have, the higher the likelihood North 
Bay will benefit from their talent, and the more likely they will stay here long term.  
 
This year we have also seen many great ideas come to fruition. The Welcoming Committee's Incubator Working Group 
spent countless hours developing the concept and perfecting our funding applications. The hard work paid off as we 
were successful in securing the funding. With former NNN intern Sarah Morin taking on the role of business incubator 
project manager, Genesis@204 will be opening its doors in March 2015. With already one-third of The Business Loft 
filled we are confident the project will be self-sustaining by year three, as our business plan forecasts.  
 
The Skilled Newcomer Loan Program, a partnership with the City of North Bay, Economic Development Department is 
up and running at northbayimmigration.ca.  NNN intern Chris Hall created the online platform and will also develop a 
financial literacy component. This program is especially exciting as it will increase the North Bay community 's capacity 
to recruit, employ and retain newcomer talent. 
 
The initiatives and successes of NNN are extensive. It is in thanks to our dedicated partners, our interns that 
consistently exceed expectations, and most importantly the North Bay community that wants to greet our newcomers 

file:///C:/Users/Don/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/9KJCN1BU/northbayimmigration.ca
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and ensure they feel welcomed and valued. We may be northern and we may be smaller, but our willingness to 
celebrate each other is profound.  
 
2014-15 NNN Partners: 

 
 
 

 
 
Many thanks to all who have made this possible.  
 
Meg Ramore 
NNN/LIP Coordinator 
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 A message from the NNN Intern 
 

  
“Your work is going to fill a large part of your life, and the only way to be truly satisfied is to do what you believe is 

great work. And the only way to do great work is to love what you do.” -Steve Jobs 
 

This year has been full of great learning experiences!  My main roles as NNN Intern were to grow the HR North project and 

to support all NNN activities, including the small business incubator project.   

 

HR North was very busy in 2014.  I attended many job fairs, both locally and in the GTA.  These job fairs helped grow the HR 

North candidate database and gave me a chance to talk to people about employment opportunities in North Bay and 

Northeastern Ontario.  These job fairs were the perfect opportunity to pre-screen candidates for specific jobs that HR North 

was recruiting for.  They were also great for networking with other service providers, community agencies and potential 

employer partners.   

 

HR North and NBDMC have provided me with the opportunity to further develop the skills I learned in my post-secondary 

education in human resources.  With HR North, my activity stops at the screening stage and the employer partner takes the 

candidates from there.  I was part of the selection committee for NBDMC’s summer student and new Community Loan 

Program Coordinator. Unlike HR North, this was an opportunity to see the selection process from start to finish from the 

employer side.   

 

The experience of recruiting HR North candidates and hiring new employees encouraged me to pursue my Human Resources 

designation. In 2014 I earned my Certified Human Resources Professional designation and look forward to more 

opportunities to increase my knowledge and skill base. 

 

The Welcoming Committee's Entrepreneurial Support sub-committee’s incubator working group dedicated countless hours 

to developing a small business incubator project concept and business plan. Funding proposals were submitted in the spring 

of 2014.  In my first month as intern, I was tasked with submitting a funding application to the Ontario Trillium Foundation 

for this project. 

 

After almost two years of research and meetings, the incubator has finally become a reality.  In 2014, we received positive 

feedback from three major funders – Ontario Trillium Foundation, FedNor and Northern Ontario Heritage Fund Corporation.  

Genesis@204, the North Bay downtown business incubator, will open its doors in March 2015 at 204 Main Street East.   

 

NBDMC held interviews for the Business Incubator Project Manager and the successful candidate was chosen in November.  

I am thrilled and excited to have been selected as the project manager!  As my internship comes to a close at the end 2014, I 

am looking forward to continuing my work on the incubator in this new and exciting role of Manager at Genesis@204. 

 

Sarah Morin 

Manager, Genesis@204, North Bay Business Incubator 

and former NNN Researcher Intern & HR North Profiler 
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 A message from the Timmins Local Immigration Partnership 
(TLIP) Coordinator 
 

  
“We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give.” – Winston Churchill 

 
Change and growth describes the Timmins Local Immigration Partnership in 2014. Over the years, the TLIP has pursued 
and attained many goals thanks to a long list of community activities and initiatives, yet one of TLIP’s key goals is to 
empower community partners to engage in newcomer settlement and implement strategies to address newcomers’ 
needs.  
 
As a result of strong partnerships made possible through the TLIP, the Timmins & District Multicultural Centre is now 
taking a lead role in the evolution of the TLIP. With Citizenship and Immigration Canada approval and consultation with 
the council partnership the Timmins Economic Development Corporation  transferred the TLIP Contract to the North 
Bay & District Multicultural Centre (delivered by the satellite office TDMC).  
 
With the transfer and the start of a new LIP Coordinator in April, the TLIP has since been endeavouring to  replicate the 
successes of the North Bay Newcomer Network (NNN) and build on the legacy left by the TEDC.  This year’s outcomes 
are in thanks to our 32 committee members and community partners working collaboratively to increase the 
absorptive capacity of Timmins to integrate newcomers.  
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The TLIP partners continue to develop resources and support programs available to newcomers, employers and service 
providers throughout Timmins. Some of  the 2014 highlights and TLIP’s key innovative projects are: 
 

 Held a total of 18 TLIP committee meetings (including the three sub-committees) 

 Established TLIP Co-chairs and elected committee chairs on two-year terms 

 Introduced new settlement committee under the TLIP advisory Council to address growing TLIP membership, 
research gaps and focus on coordinating the newcomer settlement process 

 Increased the number of TLIP members from 17 to 32, representing various sectors including: francophone 
immigration services, crisis services, French as a Second Language and English as a Second Language programs, 
housing services, internationally trained professionals, leisure services, newcomer groups, literacy, faith 
groups, legal services and post-secondary education 

 Established a monthly TLIP/TDMC newsletter distributed to clients and service providers outlining events, 
workshops, immigration information, progress reports and ongoing work 

 Coordinated annual Welcome to Timmins Night Newcomers’ Reception with the goal of providing an 
opportunity for newcomers to meet new people, to develop friendships and to feel the welcoming nature of 
the community 

 Developed closer ties with ethnic communities by working with the Timmins Multicultural Society on the 
annual Multicultural Festival and with Muslim community on  the Muslim Celebration of Eid.  

 In partnership with the TDMC and TEDC, worked with the Muslim community to help establish a mosque and 
gain charitable status 

 Partnered with TDMC and service providers to coordinate eight ‘First Friday’s’ monthly newcomer networking 
sessions at a local coffee shop. Designed as an informal get-together to help newcomers get comfortable in 
Timmins and make connections with like-minded individuals 

 Hosted  an Anti-Oppression Workshop and an Ontario Council of Agencies Serving Immigrants Positive Spaces 
Initiative workshop series (three modules) for local community agencies and employers 

 
In summary, 2014 was marked with tremendous change,  but the goal remains the same:  immigration is vital to the 
city and region’s prosperity as it will be the critical source of population growth and the primary mechanism to address 
the impending skills shortage. Efforts to complement federal and provincial immigration programs must be 
strengthened to integrate immigrants in community life and workplaces.  
 
I would like to express my gratitude to our committee members and community partners for a seamless transition and 
a successful year. 
 
Tom Baby 
TLIP Coordinator 
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 A message from the Timmins Settlement Worker 
 

“Imagine there's no countries 
It isn't hard to do 

Nothing to kill or die for 
And no religion too 

Imagine all the people 
Living life in peace 

 
You may say that I'm a dreamer 

But I'm not the only one 
I hope someday you'll join us 
And the world will be as one”  

― John Lennon, Imagine 

 
My internship position at the Timmins & District Multicultural began in June, 2014. Since my position has 
started I have been provided with valuable experience in immigration and in developing relationships with 
local partners. I had the opportunity to sit on the Settlement and Welcoming Committee for the Timmins 
Local Immigration Partnership and take part in a number of community events, such as the Welcome to 
Timmins Night, Timmins Downtown Urban Park and Culture Days.  
 
This past year I have had the opportunity to meet a number of wonderful clients, existing and new, who have 
welcomed me, been patient with me while I was/and am still learning and showed appreciation for the work 
that the Centre does. I was able to host a Christmas party for the clients, which had a fairly successful 
turnout and have recently re-established English Conversation Circles.  
 
Working with clients, I have been able to meet many individuals of different cultures with a story to tell. 
Working with people and knowing that you are helping them is a gratifying experience.  
 
I have been able to travel to Cochrane, Kapuskasing and Hearst to educate other service providers on the 
Centre’s services and have recently begun serving clients in Cochrane. I have also been able to take part in 
several workshops, such as the anti-oppression workshop, positive spaces and accessibility workshops 
through the Ontario Council of Agencies Serving Immigrants, as well as other courses to increase my 
professional and personal development. 
 
My co-workers at the Timmins & District Multicultural Centre and the North Bay & District Multicultural 
Centre have been great educators and support to me. They have encouraged professional development and 
allowed me to gain a great sense of knowledge in a short period of time. It has been a pleasure to be a part 
of this organization. I look forward to my new career as a Settlement Worker in the Timmins office. 
 
Toree Dupont 
Settlement Worker, Timmins 

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/19968.John_Lennon
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/226592
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 A message from the CLP Coordinator & NNN Intern 

 

  

“Intelligence means knowing that a tomato is a fruit. Wisdom is 

not putting one in a fruit salad.” - Miles Kington 

 
In terms of an internship, this is probably about as intensive as one can get – from my date of hire, it’s been my job to 
take a concept (in my case, a community loan program) and build it from the ground up into something real.  
 
The incredible thing about this program is that it is the first of its kind in Northern Ontario (a theme that seems to be 
incredibly common amongst NBDMC’s undertakings), and it’ll be a thrill watching the applications come n as the 
program moves from its conception stage into actual practice. Since my arrival in September, we’ve developed an 
entire online platform (which includes an application form, a database in which a user can save their information, and 
an eligibility quiz for the user to easily identify if they qualify for the program) and created a method to screen and 
interview applicants. We’ve also organized a loan review committee of community partners to select successful 
candidates. 
 
The program itself recently soft launched, and we’re going to do a launch event in the near future. We’ve secured 
community funding of at least $20,000, and with a maximum of $5,000 available per client, the hope is that we can get 
at least four loans out this year. 
 
Outside of working in the loan program (now called the “Skilled Newcomer Career Loan”), I’ve been handling the 
NBDMC social media outlets, as well as writing the monthly newsletter. I’ve also been given the opportunity to 
redesign the mentor program, which has been an interesting project to work on. With the help of the settlement team, 
we’ve managed to integrate an intuitive form system with spreadsheet software to keep the volunteer information 
both secure and easier to navigate. This means more time spent working with clients and volunteer mentors for our 
settlement workers, and less time spent figuring out which mentors are available and which are busy or no longer with 
us. 
 
When you take a job as an intern, it is common to assume that you’ll be given some of the easier, more tedious tasks 
to accomplish; this is not the case here at the Multicultural Centre. Instead of acting as a means to help accomplish the 
jobs of others as interns are usually resigned to do - I’ve been given my own plate full of duties to accomplish, 
complete with accountability. That’s not to say that I don’t help the others with their jobs (I rather enjoy that part), but 
NBDMC is a place in which everyone is expected to do their own job, and just a little more; and everyone does. 
 
It’s been a pleasure getting an inside look at the world of settlement. It is serving as a bit of inspiration towards a 
career I might not have even known existed were it not for this opportunity! I look forward to getting to know our 
clients better, and to helping people get back to work in the career that they’re meant to be in. 
 
To check out the Skilled Newcomer Career Loan program, visit http://www.northbayimmigration.ca/clp 

 
Christopher Hall  
CLP Coordinator & NNN Intern 

 
 
 

http://www.northbayimmigration.ca/clp
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 A message from the HR North Project Manager 
 

  
The true sign of intelligence is not knowledge but imagination. 

Albert Einstein 
 
2014 for HR North proved to be a second good year for making a positive difference to the recruiting efforts of our 
employer partners here in our Northeastern Ontario territory. 
 
For the period of February to August the activities of the HR North project were well taken care of in North Bay by 
Sarah Morin and in Timmins by Tom Baby and Toree Dupont.  All of our employer partners were well served during my 
absence. 
 
With the funding approval of our Northeastern Ontario Immigration Project, at the beginning of September I returned 
to HR North to work with Don Curry and our municipal partners, Central Almaguin, Temiskaming Shores and Cochrane.  
This project came from our October 2013 Immigration Symposium held in Temiskaming Shores that was organized by 
NBDMC and the North Bay Newcomer Network with sponsorship from Pathways to Prosperity, City of Temiskaming 
Shores, the Labour Market Group, Far Northeast Training Board and NBDMC. 
 
We had hoped for an earlier start than September so we aggressively worked to complete the initial presentations to 
our three municipal partners, gain commitment from employers to join their local employers’ council and hold initial 
meetings.  We successfully completed all of this prior to Christmas.  
 
Within each municipality we received an encouraging commitment from employers and completed initial meetings.  At 
these meetings we had no difficulty gaining volunteers for the position of chairperson and vice-chairperson.  We also 
documented local employers’ priorities and concerns.   
 
This set the stage for the creation of the Northeastern Ontario Immigration Project Executive Committee as an 
overseeing body to collate all information and set priorities for action.  With the leadership of Pathways to Prosperity 
we will have this group prepare the evaluation of our project.  This evaluation is important as our project is viewed as a 
blueprint for immigration not just for rural Ontario but rural Canada. 
 
This year also saw the recreation of our web site.  This new look and feel was the work of TWG Communications.  Their 
efforts greatly enhance the professional look of our online presence.  We are now able to add and change content and 
ensure our online image remains current and relevant. 
 
We have continued to add employer partners and actively search for talent to enhance the economic viability of our 
partners.  We continue to appreciate this support and continue to showcase to our partners a good selection of talent. 
 
We look forward to 2015! 
 
Garvin Cole 

Project Manager 
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